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1. Motivation
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2. Linguistic Correlation Method

• Internal representations in deep neural network (NN)
models are not well understood.
• Previous studies analyze full vector representations and
do not inspect individual dimensions
• We study individual neurons in neural machine
translation (NMT) and neural language modeling (NLM)
via three questions:
1. Do they contain interpretable linguistic information?
2. Do they play an important role for obtaining
high-quality translations?
3. Can we manipulate the translation in desired ways by
modifying specific neurons?
• Potential applications in model distillation and mitigating
model bias.

Goal:
Identify linguistically motivated neurons in
deep NLP models through auxiliary tasks.
Example: Morphological or Semantic tagging
Approach:
•Extract neuron activations from the model for
every input word.
•Train a classifier on extracted activations
against some supervised task.
•Extract a ranking of the neurons using the
trained weights.
○ Learned weights are representatives of
which neurons are important for a
property

4. Focussed vs. Distributed

3. Evaluation via Ablation

Classifier accuracy when trained on activations of NMT and NML
models. MAJ: local majority baseline
Classifier accuracy on different tasks using all neurons (ALL).
Masking-out: all except top/bottom N% neurons

5. Visualizations

Ranked list of words for some individual neurons in
the EN-FR NMT model

6. Cross Model Correlation Method

Results:
•Open class properties such as Nouns and Named Entities
are much more distributed across the network compared
to closed properties.
•The model recognizes hierarchy in language and
distributes neurons based on it.
○ E.g multiple neurons for different verb forms

7. Ablation Studies
Effect of neuron
on BLEU when
removing top or
bottom neurons
based on Cross
correlation
analysis
reordering

•Motivation: Linguistic correlation method may not be able to identify all the important neurons for the model itself
•Hypothesis: Different NMT models learn similar properties, and therefore should have similar neurons.
•Approach: Rank neurons by strength of their correlations with neurons from other networks, on several levels.

Effect of neuron
on language
model
perplexity when
removing top or
bottom neurons
based on Cross
correlation
analysis
reordering

8. Controlling Translations
• Hypothesis: if a neuron matters to the model, then we can manipulate the translation by modifying its activations
• Method
○ Encode the source sentence as usual
○ Before decoding, replace the activation of a particular neuron with a value of 𝛼
○ Observe how translation changes with different 𝛼 values
• Tense manipulation
○ Changing tense (past->present / present->past) in several languages
○ Changing phrasing in Arabic translation beyond the verb
○ Chinese is hard to manipulate (needs high 𝛼), possibly because tense is usually not marked

•Ablating top neurons is more damaging than ablating
bottom neurons.
•MaxCorr/MinCorr/LinReg are similar; SVCCA has very
important top directions

We were able to control
tense (up to 67%), but
gender and number are
harder (21% and 37%).

Also See: Identifying and Controlling Important Neurons in Neural Machine Translation, Accepted at ICLR’19
NeuroX: A Toolkit for Analyzing Individual Neurons in Neural Networks, AAAI’19 Demonstration
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Effect on
translation
when ablating
neurons in the
order
determined by
both methods
on the EN-FR
model

